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NEW YORK: Traders stand on a nearly empty trading floor at the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) after trading was halt-
ed due to a “technical glitch” on July 8, 2015. — AFP 

NEW YORK: You can read all about it
on social media and newspapers, but
you won’t find a trace of it where it
really matters: Your next 401 (k) state-
ment. In a dramatic breakdown that
once would have sent the market
plunging, the world’s most iconic stock
exchange, the NYSE, was forced to stop
trading for nearly four hours
Wednesday. Regulators put out state-
ments. Twitter lit up with conspiracy
theories. The president of the United
States was briefed.  As for stocks,
though, there was barely a ripple.

One reason is that trading in stocks
didn’t stop at all. It just shifted from the
New York Stock Exchange to other
exchanges and trading venues. “It’s like
your neighborhood grocery store hav-
ing a power failure,” said Keith Ross,
CEO of PDQ Enterprises, which runs a
NYSE rival, the PDQ ATS. “You can go to
all sorts of other stores that aren’t far
away.”

For many ordinary Americans, there
was another reason not to worry: Those
who own stocks only through mutual
funds are not directly affected by intra-
day outages. Mutual funds, unlike indi-
vidual stocks and exchange-traded
funds, do not trade during the day.
Their prices, which are calculated using
the closing prices of  stocks in the
funds, are set just once every day, at

the end of trading. The NYSE reopened
trading at 3:10 pm on Wednesday,
plenty of time before the 4 pm closing.

For much of the 223-year history of
the NYSE, a long trading halt could
have walloped the market. Investors in
big-name stocks used to only be able
to trade through the NYSE. They would
hand off their orders to a broker, who
would turn to a “specialist” on the floor
of the stately NYSE building at 11 Wall
Street charged with matching buyers
and sellers. In the 1970s, Nasdaq, an
electronic exchange, began competing
against the NYSE. Later came more
exchanges,  l ike ones run by BATS
Global Markets, and “dark pools,” or
trading platforms that allow customers
to buy and sell in large quantities with-
out alerting the broader market.

Now, stocks can be traded at some
60 exchanges and trading venues.
Where once nearly all stock trades were
done on the NYSE, now it accounts for
less than 25 percent,  according to
BATS. The competition has forced the
NYSE to slash staff, move into electron-
ic trading itself ,  rent out its iconic
building for parties and other events,
even sell itself.  It is now owned by
Intercontinental Exchange, an Atlanta-
based company.

The rival exchanges and trading
venues that have hurt NYSE’s trading

business can also be of help in an
emergency, if Wednesday is any meas-
ure. In today’s web of trading plat-
forms, when one exchange runs into
trouble, trades are simply re-routed to
others that are still working smoothly.
The Standard and Poor’s 500 index
closed down 1.7 percent Wednesday,
but it was dropping before the NYSE
shutdown. Investors were sel l ing
because of a plunging Chinese stock
market and the Greek debt crisis, not
because of the trading halt.

That said, investors shouldn’t be
complacent about the risks associated
with the computerized, and sometimes
fragile, infrastructure of today’s finan-
cial markets. The NYSE holds an auction
at the end of trading each day to set
the closing prices of  hundreds of
stocks, which are used to determine
the value of mutual funds and other
investments. In Nov 2012, the NYSE had
to scramble to come up with an alter-
native way to calculate prices based on
last trades at other trading platforms
after a shutdown kept it down through
the close. The near miss on Wednesday
doesn’t seem to have rattled investors
that much.  The stock of
Intercontinental Exchange, the owner
of NYSE, rose 1.2 percent on Thursday,
more than five times as much as the
S&P 500 index. —AP 

‘Stress test’ for 

foreign stock 

fund investors
NEW YORK: Will they stick with it? Many investors are second guess-
ing their decision to move into international stock funds, largely at
the expense of US stocks, in recent years.  That’s because fear is spik-
ing about troubles in Greece and China, while the US economy con-
tinues to trudge along. Investors are feeling those big swings in glob-
al markets more now, after pumping $208 billion into international
stock mutual funds and exchange-traded funds in the 12 months
ended in May. Just $4.5 billion went into US stock funds over the
same time, according to Morningstar.

It’s tempting to retrench and stick with just US stocks given all the
turmoil abroad. But many fund managers who have the freedom to
invest anywhere in the world say the Greek drama and other travails
haven’t changed their view of world markets all that much. Not only
are they sticking with foreign markets, they’re using recent price
drops to pick up European and other stocks at cheaper prices.

“It’s not like we’ve thrown our hands up and said we’ve had to get
out of Europe wholesale and come back in a year,” says Peter
Langerman, chief executive of Franklin Mutual Advisers. “There are
some things that we liked that we continue to like, their prices have
come down, and we like them more.”

The Franklin Mutual Global Discovery fund, which invests $27.5
billion around the world and where Langerman is a portfolio manag-
er, is nearly evenly split between US and foreign stocks. To be sure, he
doesn’t downplay the impact of Greece’s debt problems on European
stocks. “It’s a negative, even if there is a resolution, because confi-
dence levels are impacted,” he says. Even so, he adds that it’s impor-
tant to remain diversified. Among the reasons fund managers cite for
continuing to look abroad:

Stocks are cheaper
Foreign stocks generally have lower prices relative to their earn-

ings than US stocks. Not only that, earnings for foreign companies
may have more room to rise, making them look even more attractive,
says James Hunt, portfolio manager of the Tocqueville International
Value fund. That’s because US companies keep more of each $1 in
revenue as profit than foreign companies do. If those foreign compa-
nies can increase their profit margins, they can become more prof-
itable without needing gains in revenue.  That’s key when a slow-
growing global economy is restricting revenue for companies around
the world. Hunt recently bought shares of Syngenta, a Swiss maker of
agricultural chemicals, in part on expectations that it can cut costs to
boost profits, for example. Syngenta’s stock has since shot higher
after St Louis-based Monsanto offered to buy it, but Hunt says the
stock is attractive even if the buyout doesn’t go through because
Syngenta is under pressure to cut costs.

Economies abroad are in earlier stages of recovery
The Great Recession ended six years ago. That means this US eco-

nomic expansion has already lasted 15 months longer than the aver-
age expansion since World War II. Europe, meanwhile, has only
recently exited its recession. The European Central Bank and other
central banks worldwide are also pushing more stimulus to help their
economies, while the Federal Reserve is moving in the opposite direc-
tion. The Fed ended its bond-buying program and is considering
when to raise interest rates. That is getting Brent Puff, senior portfolio
manager for global and non-US equity at American Century, to look
more at European companies. He wants to invest in companies
whose profits look set to accelerate, among other factors, and he says
Europe is providing more opportunities.

Puff’s American Century Global Growth fund owns French
automaker Peugeot, for example. European auto sales returned to
growth only last year following years of declines, and Puff sees more
improvement ahead. US auto sales have been climbing since 2009
and may top 17 million this year for the first time since 2001. That
long record of growth means Puff sees less room for improvement.
His Global Growth fund is still more than 60 percent US stocks, but the
European portion has ticked up to 28 percent from 25 percent in
March 2014.

Most stocks are international anyway
Separating stocks into US and foreign camps may be a useless

endeavor because many companies are increasingly selling their
products around the world. Apple, for example, is the biggest US
stock by market value, but 63 percent of its revenue came from out-
side the Americas last quarter. So does it still count as a US stock? That
dynamic is why the American Funds family of mutual funds says that
it pays as much attention to where a company gets its revenue as to
where its headquarters is located, a concept it’s pushing as the “new
geography”.— AP 

Trading shutdown has 

little impact on stocks
Ordinary people unaffected by NYSE outage


